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Abstract
When irradiated in paddy-field water, propanil (PRP) undergoes photodegradation by direct
photolysis, by reactions with •OH and CO3•−, and possibly also with the triplet states of
chromophoric dissolved organic matter. Irradiation also inhibits the non-photochemical (probably
biological) degradation of PRP. The dark and light-induced pathways can be easily distinguished
because 3,4-dichloroaniline (34DCA, a transformation intermediate of considerable environmental
concern) is produced with almost 100% yield in the dark but not at all through photochemical
pathways. This issue allows an easy assessment of the dark process(es) under irradiation. In the
natural environment we expect PRP photodegradation to be important only in the presence of
elevated nitrate and/or nitrite levels, e.g., [NO3−] approaching 1 mmol L−1 (corresponding to
approximately 60 mg L−1). Under these circumstances, •OH and CO3•− would play a major role in
PRP phototransformation. Because flooded paddy fields are efficient denitrification bioreactors that
can achieve decontamination of nitrate-rich water used for irrigation, irrigation with such water
would both enhance PRP photodegradation and divert PRP dissipation processes away from the
production of 34DCA, at least in the daylight hours.

Introduction
Propanil (N-(3,4-Dichlorophenyl)propanamide, hereafter PRP) is a post-emergence contact
herbicide that is widely used in rice cultivation. It acts as an inhibitor of photosynthesis by blocking
the electron-transfer processes involved in CO2 reduction, killing weeds that, differently from rice,
do not carry out fast PRP hydrolysis to 3,4-dichloroaniline (34DCA) with the enzyme aryl
acylamidase.1 PRP is not very toxic to mammals,2 but potentially lethal human poisoning during
pesticide use may occasionally occur. Indeed, both PRP and its major metabolite 34DCA can cause
methaemoglobinaemia.3 PRP is a pollutant of concern for aquatic organisms such as crustaceans
(acute toxic effects detected at mg L−1 levels)4 and, most notably, algae (acute toxicity at tens µg
L−1 levels)4 and some fish (LC50 levels in the range of tens µg L−1 to tens mg L−1 depending on the
species).5,6 PRP undergoes relatively fast degradation in paddy water, and 34DCA is a major
transformation intermediate that shows comparable or even longer persistence than the parent
compound.7,8 Similarly to PRP, 34DCA is acutely toxic at mg L−1 levels to fish, crustaceans and
algae,2 but it can also interfere with the development of fish embryos and with the reproduction of
crustaceans at µg L−1 levels.9-11 Both PRP and 34DCA show some genotoxic effects, but none of
them is classified as carcinogenic.2
The transformation of PRP into 34DCA is known to take place during PRP biological
degradation, but it could also occur under some irradiation conditions.12,13 The persistence of the
parent compound and of its main metabolite suggests that a water-holding period of several days
after PRP spraying and before water discharge would minimise environmental contamination
phenomena by either PRP or 34DCA.7,8 The cited environmental effects have urged the
introduction of some restrictions to PRP use in the US,14 and in the EU its use is permitted only
under emergency conditions.15 However, PRP is still manufactured and applied on a large scale
worldwide.16
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Several studies have focused on PRP biodegradation as the supposed main transformation
pathway in paddy-field water.17 However, PRP also undergoes photodegradation under sunlight
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and the kinetics of phototransformation might be comparable with those of biochemical
transformation and with the overall field persistence.13 Unfortunately, to date the photochemical
degradation of PRP has been studied either in synthetic solutions (ultra-pure water),13,18 or upon
irradiation of natural waters but without a distinction between direct and indirect photolysis
processes, which prevents a generalisation of laboratory results to field conditions.19
The direct photolysis occurs when a compound (e.g. a xenobiotic) absorbs sunlight and
undergoes transformation. In contrast, indirect photochemistry is triggered by the absorption of
sunlight by photoactive water components (photosensitisers) such as chromophoric dissolved
organic matter (CDOM), nitrate and nitrite. Sunlight absorption by photosensitisers induces the
generation of a number of reactive transient species. In particular, nitrate and nitrite produce
hydroxyl radicals (•OH). Irradiated CDOM yields •OH through multiple reaction pathways, as well
as reactive triplet states (3CDOM*) that can also react with dissolved oxygen to produce singlet
oxygen (1O2) as an additional transient. Moreover, oxidation of carbonate and bicarbonate by •OH
and of carbonate by 3CDOM* yields the carbonate radical, CO3•−. These transients are quickly
scavenged or deactivated soon after formation, and their reaction with xenobiotics is usually a
secondary decay pathway. Indeed, •OH mainly reacts with natural dissolved organic matter (DOM,
not necessarily chromophoric) and, to a lesser extent, with carbonate and bicarbonate; CO3•− is
mainly scavenged by DOM, 1O2 is mostly inactivated to ground-state (triplet) O2 by collision with
water, and 3CDOM* react with O2 or undergo internal conversion with heath dissipation.20-25
The goal of this paper is to address the photochemical degradation of PRP in paddy-field water,
highlighting the importance of the different phototransformation pathways. Due to poor knowledge
about the photochemistry of irradiated paddy water, the photogenerated transient species were also
quantified in paddy-water samples. The understanding of paddy-water photochemistry is important
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both to get insight into the fate of PRP and other pesticides, and to assess the overall processing of,
e.g., arsenic species in paddy fields.27

Experimental
Rice fields under study. The paddy water used in the present study was collected in three
farms located in the municipalities of Rovasenda (45.536970° N; 8.298246° E, 220 m a.s.l), Santhià
(45.377806° N; 8.201165° E, 179 m a.s.l) and San Germano Vercellese (S.GermanoVC;
45.356445° N; 8.244346° E; 165m a.s.l), in the province of Vercelli, Piemonte region, NW Italy.
The rice field size was 0.9 ha, 1.1 ha and 0.7 ha in Santhià, S.GermanoVC and Rovasenda,
respectively. These sites are included in the most important rice growing area of Italy, where over
90% of the total Italian rice is grown. Further details, including the relationship between rice plant
height and radiation transmittance, are reported as Supporting Information (hereafter SI).
Sampling took place in late May, 2016. Two one-liter glass bottles (Duran, Mainz, Germany)
were filled starting from a bulk of 10 L paddy water collected in each rice field, by randomly filling
a 10 L PTFE bucket. Samples were temporarily stored in a portable refrigerator till transfer to the
laboratory, where they were vacuum filtered (polyamide filters, 0.45 µm pore size, Sartorius) and
kept refrigerated (5.5 °C) until analysis or irradiation. At the time of sampling, the water level in
each paddy field was around 5-7 cm and the crop was at 3-4 leaf stage (growth stage 13-14 on the
BBCH scale).28 At this stage the rice plants do not yet produce an important shading of the paddy
water, but later growth causes a considerable decrease of the light transmitted through the rice
canopy (see Figure S1(SI)).

Irradiation experiments. Solutions to be irradiated (5 or 20 mL total volume) were placed in
cylindrical Pyrex glass cells (having a lateral neck for sample transfer, and tightly closed with a
screw cap), and placed under the chosen lamp (vide infra) for irradiation under magnetic stirring.
The solutions were irradiated mainly from the top. After the scheduled irradiation time, the whole
4

solutions (5-mL case) or 1.2 mL solution aliquots (20-mL case) underwent analysis. The
temperature of the irradiated solutions was ∼30°C. Pictures of the home-made irradiation set-up are
provided as SI, Figure S2(SI).
Paddy water samples (20 mL, vide infra) were irradiated under a lamp spanning a wide spectral
emission range, with the purpose of measuring the formation rates of •OH, 1O2 and 3CDOM*. The
determination of the photochemical kinetics parameters of PRP (direct photolysis quantum yield
and second-order reaction rate constants) involved experiments with systems based on ultra-pure
water instead of paddy water (5 mL total volume), irradiated with lamps that were chosen to
achieve selective excitation of the photoactive compounds. In these experiments, the standard initial
concentration of PRP was 20 µmol L−1, or less when required by the kinetic determinations. For
instance, the reaction between PRP and •OH was studied using nitrate photolysis as •OH source and
competition kinetics with 2-propanol as •OH scavenger.29 The relevant solutions were irradiated
under a 20 W Philips TL01 lamp, having an emission maximum at 313 nm and producing a 4.1±0.1
W m−2 UV irradiance on top of the irradiated systems. The UV irradiance (290-400 nm) was
measured with an irradiance meter by CO.FO.ME.GRA. (Milan, Italy). The same lamp was used to
study the direct photolysis of PRP. The reaction between PRP and the triplet state of anthraquinone2-sulphonate (3AQ2S*) was studied using a UVA black lamp (Philips TL-D 18 W, emission
maximum at 368 nm), producing a UV irradiance of 27.5±0.6 W m−2 on top of the irradiated
systems. AQ2S was chosen as CDOM proxy for experimental convenience, as it is virtually the
only triplet sensitiser that allows a straightforward determination of the triplet-state reaction rate
constant by using steady irradiation alone.30 Unfortunately, 3AQ2S* is sometimes more reactive
than average 3CDOM*,31 thus additional rate constants of PRP triplet sensitisation were obtained by
using the laser flash photolysis technique (vide infra). The reaction between PRP and 1O2 was
studied using Rose Bengal as 1O2 source, irradiating the solutions with a 18 W Philips TLD Yellow
lamp with emission maximum at 545 nm. The emission spectra of the lamps were obtained with an
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Ocean Optics USB 2000 CCD spectrophotometer, and corrected for the transmittance of the Pyrex
window of the irradiation cells. Based on these data, the actual spectral photon flux density of the
lamps was obtained by chemical actinometry using 2-nitrobenzaldehyde (NBA). The detailed
procedure for NBA actinometry is described elsewhere.32 Because the Yellow lamp does not allow
for NBA actinometry, its spectral photon flux density was calculated by taking into account the
shape of the emission spectrum, the integral irradiance measured with a Testo 540 irradiance meter,
the irradiation geometry and the solution volume. The photon flux density thus obtained was only
approximate, but that did not affect the measurement of the 1O2 reaction rate constant. Indeed, the
formation rate of 1O2 by irradiated Rose Bengal ( R1RB
) was measured independently with furfuryl
O
2

alcohol (FFA) as a probe molecule, and only R1RB
was used in rate-constant calculations (see SI).
O
2

The spectral photon flux densities of the used lamps and the absorption spectra of the
photosensitisers are reported in Figure S3(SI). The time evolution of PRP was monitored by liquid
chromatography (see SI for instrumental details and elution conditions). The same technique was
used to monitor the time trend of the photochemical probe molecules added to paddy water (vide
infra).
The used chemicals were of analytical grade, and organic solvents were of gradient grade. They
were used as obtained, without further purification. Ultra-pure water was produced with a MilliQTM system (Millipore).

Measurement of photoinduced transients upon irradiation of paddy-field water.
Probe molecules were used to measure the photogeneration of transient species.33 The paddy water
samples (20 mL) were put inside the irradiation cells, spiked with each probe molecule separately
(added as pure solid or liquid and let dissolve) and irradiated under a 40 W Philips TL K05 lamp,
with emission maximum at 365 nm. This lamp spans the UVB, UVA and visible wavelength
intervals and its spectral photon flux density is reported in Figure S4(SI), together with the
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absorption spectra of the irradiated water samples. Dark experiments on paddy water were carried
out under the same irradiation device, by wrapping the cells with aluminium foil. Previous results
suggest that the probe molecules used in this work (2,4,6-trimethylphenol, furfuryl alcohol and
benzene) do not directly photolyse under the TL K05 lamp (i.e., they are not degraded upon
irradiation in ultra-pure water), basically because they do not absorb lamp radiation significantly.34
The formation of 3CDOM* was assessed by using 2,4,6-trimethylphenol (TMP) as probe molecule,
that of 1O2 by using furfuryl alcohol (FFA), and that of •OH with the transformation reaction of
benzene into phenol (with assumed yield η = 0.7).35-44 Based on previous studies and literature
references,35-44 the SI reports details concerning experimental and calculation procedures to
determine the formation rates of 3CDOM* and 1O2 from CDOM ( R 3CDOM * and R1O , respectively),
2

the formation rates of total •OH and of •OH generated by CDOM ( R tot
and R•CDOM
, respectively),
•
OH
OH
as well as the steady-state concentrations [3CDOM*], [1O2] and [•OH].
With R 3CDOM * , R1O and R•CDOM
one can assess the quantum yields of transients photogeneration
OH
2

by irradiated CDOM, using the lamp photon flux absorbed by CDOM itself, PaCDOM :

PaCDOM = ∫ p°(λ ) (1 − 10 − A1 ( λ ) b ) dλ
λ

(4)

where p°(λ ) is the spectral photon flux density of the lamp, A1(λ) the water sample absorbance
over an optical path length of 1 cm, and b = 1.6 cm the optical path length inside the irradiated
solutions. The quantum yields are calculated as follows:

Φ 3CDOM * = R3CDOM * ( PaCDOM ) −1 ,

Φ 1O = R1O ( PaCDOM ) −1 and Φ CDOM
= R•CDOM
( PaCDOM ) −1 . Note that CDOM is by far the main light
•
OH
OH
2

2

absorber in natural waters between 300 and 500 nm,45 which is quite in the range of the used lamp.
The TL K05 lamp was also used to assess the photochemical degradation of PRP in irradiated
paddy water. In these experiments, 20 µmol L−1 PRP was spiked to 20 mL paddy water before
irradiation.
7

Kinetic data treatment. The degradation of a given substrate S (PRP or probe molecule) was
S

fitted with a pseudo-first order kinetic equation of the form CtS = CoS e − kd t , where CtS is the
concentration of S at the time t, CoS the initial concentration and k dS the pseudo-first order
degradation rate constant. The initial transformation rate of S is RoS = k dS CoS . The time evolution of
phenol formed from benzene (used to measure
CtP =

k Pf CoB
B
d

k −k

P
d

P

•

OH photogeneration) was fitted with

B

(e −kd t − e −kd t ) , where CoB and k dB are the initial concentration and the pseudo-first

order degradation rate constant of benzene, respectively, CtP is the concentration of phenol at the
time t, and k Pf and k dP are, respectively, the pseudo-first order formation and degradation rate
constants of phenol. The initial phenol formation rate is RoP = k Pf CoB . Note that η = k Pf (k dB ) −1 =
0.7 is the formation yield of phenol from benzene.
In some dark runs PRP had an initial lag time before the onset of degradation, which is usually
associated with biological processes.46 In these cases the PRP time trend was successfully fitted
with the following equation:47

Ct = Co e − k t

e kL
1 + (e kL − 1) e −k t

(5)

where Ct is PRP concentration at the time t, Co its initial concentration, L the lag time, and k the
pseudo-first order rate constant of PRP degradation.

Chemical and spectroscopic characterisation of paddy-field water. The absorption
spectra were measured with a Varian Cary 100 Scan double-beam UV-visible spectrophotometer,
using Hellma quartz cuvettes with 1 cm optical path length (see Figure S4(SI)). The fluorescence
excitation-emission matrix (EEM) spectra were taken with a Cary Eclipse fluorescence
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spectrofluorimeter, using 10 nm slit width on both excitation and emission and a 1 cm fluorescence
quartz cuvette.
The inorganic cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, NH4+) were determined with a Dionex DX 500 ion
chromatograph, equipped with Rheodyne injector (20 µL sample loop), LC-30 chromatography
oven (operated at 30 °C), GP-40 pump for low-pressure gradients, Dionex IonPac CG-12A guard
column (4 × 50 mm), Dionex IonPac CS12A column (4 × 250 mm), CERS 500 electrochemical
suppression unit, and ED-40 conductometric detector. The eluent was a 20 mmol L−1 solution of
methanesulphonic acid at 1 mL min−1 flow rate.
Inorganic anions (Cl−, NO3−, SO42−) were determined with the same instrument as above,
equipped with Dionex IonPac AG9-HC guard column (4 × 50 mm), Dionex IonPac AS9-HC
column (4 × 250 mm) and ASRS 300 electrochemical suppression unit. The eluent was a 9 mmol
L−1 solution of K2CO3 at 1 mL min−1 flow rate.
Nitrite was determined by pre-column derivatisation with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine to
produce the corresponding azide in acidic solution (10 min reaction time; the solution of the
derivatising agent in water + HCl + CH3CN was previously purified by extraction with CCl4).48 The
derivatised sample was analysed by liquid chromatography using a reverse-phase C18 column (see
SI for instrumental details), eluting with a 50:50 mixture of acetonitrile and water (pH 3 by H3PO4)
at 1 mL min−1 flow rate, and using 305 nm as quantification wavelength. Under these conditions,
the retention time of the azide was 4.2 min.
The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was determined as the difference between total (dissolved)
carbon (TC) and inorganic carbon (IC), using a Shimadzu TOC-VCSH instrument. The TOC
analyser was equipped with an ASI-V autosampler and a TNM-1 module for the measurement of
total nitrogen (TN), which was determined as well. The pH of the samples was measured with a
combined glass electrode connected to a Metrohm 602 pH meter.

9

Laser flash photolysis experiments. Flash photolysis runs were carried out using the third
harmonic (355 nm) of a Quanta Ray GCR 130-01 Nd:YAG laser system instrument, used in a rightangle geometry with respect to the monitoring light beam. The single pulses energy was set to 35
mJ. A 3 mL solution volume was placed into a quartz cuvette (path length of 1 cm) and used for a
maximum of four consecutive laser shots, to avoid interference by phototransformation products.
The transient absorbance at the pre-selected wavelength was monitored by a detection system
consisting of a pulsed xenon lamp (150 W), monochromator and a photomultiplier (1P28). A
spectrometer control unit was used for synchronising the pulsed light source and programmable
shutters with the laser output. The signal from the photomultiplier was digitised by a programmable
digital oscilloscope (HP54522A). A 32 bits RISC-processor kinetic spectrometer workstation was
used to analyse the digitised signal.
The triplet sensitisation of PRP was studied using CDOM proxies such as 1-nitronaphthalene
(1NN, 45.5 µmol L−1), anthraquinone-2-sulphonate (AQ2S, 75.4 µmol L−1), riboflavin (RF, 26.8
µmol L−1) and 4-carboxybenzophenone (CBBP, 185 µmol L−1), under conditions chosen on the
basis of previous studies.30,49-51 These compounds are well known triplet sensitisers under 355 nm
laser excitation. The triplet decay was monitored at different PRP concentration values, and the
measured pseudo-first order decay constant kSens was plotted as a function of PRP concentration.
The latter was varied within a maximum range of 0.05-1.25 mM, depending on the effect of PRP
addition on kSens. The slopes of linearly fitted kSens vs. [PRP] data were used to obtain the secondorder quenching rate constants between PRP and the photosensitiser triplet states (31NN*, 3AQ2S*,
3

RF*, and 3CBBP*), according to a Stern-Volmer approach.

Photochemical modelling. The photodegradation of PRP in paddy water was also assessed
with the APEX software (Aqueous Photochemistry of Environmentally-occurring Xenobiotics).52
APEX predicts photochemical reaction kinetics from photoreactivity parameters (absorption
spectra, direct photolysis quantum yields and second-order reaction rate constants of a xenobiotic
10

with the main photochemically produced transient species, formation quantum yields and decay
kinetics of photoreactive transients), and from data of water chemistry and depth. The photoreaction
pathways modelled by APEX include the direct photolysis and the reaction with the transients •OH,
1

O2, CO3•− and 3CDOM*. In this work chemical and photochemical paddy-water data, as well as

PRP photoreactivity parameters were used for modelling. The used solar spectrum is referred to late
May - early June at mid latitude,53 when PRP is applied to paddy fields in the studied area and the
water depth is around 5 cm.8 The modelled lifetimes are referred to actual 24-h days (the day-night
cycle is taken into account) under fair weather in the relevant season.

Results and Discussion
PRP photochemical reactivity. The reactivity of PRP by direct photolysis and with •OH, 1O2
and AQ2S triplet state (3AQ2S*) was assessed by means of steady irradiation experiments. The
relevant measurements followed an already established protocol

26,31,50

and the results are reported

in the SI. The second-order rate constant for the reaction between PRP and CO3•− is available from
literature.54 This and other photoreaction parameters are reported in Table 1. The main advantage
when using AQ2S as CDOM proxy is experimental convenience, because AQ2S does not yield
important levels of •OH or 1O2 under irradiation and because its second-order rate constants of
triplet sensitisation can be easily determined by steady irradiation.26,30,31,50 The 3AQ2S* rate
constants can sometimes be surprisingly similar to those of natural 3CDOM*,26,55 but in other cases
overestimations are possible due to the higher reactivity of 3AQ2S* compared to 3CDOM*.56
Additional photosensitisers were thus chosen, and in particular 1NN, RF and CBBP. RF and CBBP
have several analogies with known CDOM components,57,58 while the 1NN triplet state is less
reactive than that of AQ2S and it is very conveniently studied by laser flash photolysis.49,56 Indeed,
the study of the reactivity of 31NN*, 3RF* and 3CBBP* with PRP required the use of a laser
apparatus, which was also used to measure again the second-order reaction rate constant between
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PRP and 3AQ2S*. It has been reported that the measured laser and steady-irradiation 3AQ2S*
second-order rate constants are very similar in the case of nitrobenzene,59,60 but the laser apparatus
might also detect physical quenching phenomena that do not lead to chemical reactions and are not
taken into account by steady irradiation.61 Moreover, in some cases the initial substrate is reformed
during steady irradiation by a combination of oxidation and reduction processes.62,63 The
experimental laser flash photolysis data obtained in this work are summarised in Figure S10(SI). In
the case of PRP + 3AQ2S*, the steady-irradiation (reaction) rate constant was actually an order of
magnitude lower than the laser (quenching) one (see Table 1). In contrast, the 3AQ2S* reaction rate
constant was not much different from the quenching constants measured with the other
photosensitisers.
Figure S11(SI) reports correlation plots of the measured rate constants of triplet sensitisation,

with the triplet-state energy and with the triplet reduction potential.64 The best correlation is
obtained when taking the triplet energy into account, which might suggest that the reactions might
at least partially involve an energy transfer from the sensitiser triplet states to PRP.64 If an important
fraction of the transferred energy is dissipated by e.g. internal conversion, that might explain the
difference between the measured quenching and reaction rate constants in the case of AQ2S. As a
starting hypothesis, a PRP triplet sensitisation rate constant of around 108 L mol−1 s−1 was assumed
hereafter. If the difference between the 3AQ2S* quenching and reaction rate constants is due to
back-reduction processes, or if important energy dissipation pathways are operational, there could
be implications for the role of triplet-sensitised reactions in an environmental setting.62,63
The reactivity of PRP with 1O2 is very low, ending up with k PRP ,1O < 105 M−1 s−1. This is near
2

the lower end of the rate constant values that can be measured with the used methodology. For this
reason the experimental data (see Figure S6(SI)), as well as the k PRP ,1O value thus obtained (see
2

Table 1) are affected by a non-negligible uncertainty.
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Negligible formation of 34DCA from PRP was detected in the irradiation experiments, while
almost quantitative formation of 34DCA was observed in the dark at pH 8 or lower (see Figure
S12(SI)). The time trend of PRP in the dark showed a clear lag time, which could suggest a

biological process of PRP degradation46,47 and would be consistent with the known PRP
biodegradability.65,66 The elevated formation yield of 34DCA from PRP observed in our dark
experiments would be consistent with the known pathways of PRP biodegradation, too.7,8,12,13

Chemical and photochemical characterisation of paddy-field water. The results of
the chemical characterisation of the paddy-field water samples are reported in Table 2. The data
show low values of nitrate and nitrite and quite elevated DOC, which with appropriate substrates
might produce potentially important degradation by 3CDOM* and 1O2.24 The Rovasenda sample
was also less rich in ionic species compared to the others, possibly as a consequence of the different
soil type (see SI). The fluorescence matrix (EEM) spectra (Figure S13(SI)) suggest the occurrence
of humic materials

32,34

in all the investigated samples. The tentative humic abundance order

Rovasenda > S.GermanoVC > Santhià is coherent with the absorption spectra, because CDOM is
the main radiation absorber and humic substances are major CDOM constituents (Figure S4(SI)).24
The degradation of TMP (3CDOM* probe) spiked to the water samples under study was
significant under irradiation and virtually negligible in the dark (see Figure S14(SI)). The quantum
yields of 3CDOM* formation from irradiated paddy-field water, Φ 3CDOM * , are reported in Table 2
together with the corresponding steady-state [3CDOM*] values. It is Φ 3CDOM * ∼10−2, not far from the
3

CDOM* quantum yields measured upon irradiation of surface-water samples under comparable

conditions.32,67 The time trend of FFA (1O2 probe) is reported in Figure S14(SI) as well. Differently
from TMP, the degradation of FFA in the dark was significant in two out of three samples
(Rovasenda and Santhià), thus the subtraction of the FFA transformation rate measured in the dark
from that obtained under irradiation (RFFA) had a non-negligible impact on the calculation of the 1O2

13

formation rate. The quantum yields Φ 1O are shown in Table 2 and, in this case as well ( Φ 1O =10−32

2

10−2), they are similar to quantum yields previously measured for lake water samples under a
comparable irradiation set-up.32 Although our approach only measures the TMP-reactive triplet
states, the fact that Φ 1O < Φ 3CDOM * , with Φ 1O not too far from Φ 3CDOM * , suggests an overall internal
2

2

consistence of results obtained by using different probe molecules.24,32,33
′ ) and steady-state [•OH] for the
The values of Φ CDOM
, •OH scavenging rate constant ( k Scav
•
OH
irradiated samples are reported in Table 2 as well. The measured Φ CDOM
in the 10−5 range is
•
OH
comparable to that found in irradiated surface waters.32,68,69

PRP (photo)degradation in paddy-field water. Water samples (20 mL) from the three
paddy fields under study were spiked with 20 µmol L−1 PRP and irradiated under the TL K05 lamp.
Dark control experiments were also carried out. The initial PRP photodegradation rate constants are
reported in Figure 1 (error bars represent the standard error of the fit procedure). The TL K05 lamp
was previously used to measure 3CDOM*, 1O2 and •OH photoproduction, thus the values already
determined of [•OH], [1O2] and [3CDOM*] in the same samples (see Table 2) are relevant to the
measured PRP phototransformation. For CO3•− it was assumed production by •OH+HCO3−/CO32−
and scavenging by DOM,52,54 and calculations yielded [CO3•−] = 2.5⋅10−17, 3.5⋅10−16 and 1.0⋅10−15
mol L−1 for Rovasenda, S.GermanoVC and Santhià, respectively. The modelled first-order rate
constants of PRP phototransformation in each paddy-water sample were obtained as follows:

k PRP =

Φ PRP PaPRP
+ k PRP ,•OH [ •OH ] + k PRP ,3CDOM * [ 3CDOM *] + k PRP ,1O [1O2 ] + k PRP ,CO −• [CO3•− ]
2
3
[ PRP]

where PaPRP = ∫ p°(λ )
λ

(6)

APRP (λ )
(1 − 10 − ACDOM ( λ )− APRP ( λ ) ) dλ . The 1O2 process was found to
ACDOM (λ ) + APRP (λ )

be insignificant, while the modelled contributions of •OH, CO3•− and direct photolysis to PRP
phototransformation in irradiated paddy water are reported in Figure 1.
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Within the uncertainty associated to experimental data and model predictions, the sum of •OH
and CO3•− reactions and of direct photolysis could account well for the experimental
phototransformation kinetics only in the case of S.GermanoVC and, more marginally, for Santhià.
In the case of Rovasenda, where by the way the CO3•− reactions were totally negligible, the three
considered processes largely underestimated phototransformation. The 3CDOM* reactions were
intentionally excluded from these calculations because, when using the [3CDOM*] values obtained
with the TMP probe and assuming k PRP ,3CDOM * = 108 L mol−1 s−1, one predicts in all the cases a
phototransformation kinetics that is around an order of magnitude faster than the experimental one.
Three possible explanations can be advanced: (i) the triplet states might react fast with TMP but
much more slowly or not at all with PRP, in which case the measured [3CDOM*] and/or the
assumed k PRP ,3CDOM * might not apply to PRP photodegradation; (ii) the ∼108 L mol−1 s−1 rate
constants obtained by laser flash photolysis might considerably overestimate the actual reaction rate
constants, e.g. because of physical quenching or energy dissipation; in addition or in alternative,
(iii) PRP may undergo initial oxidation by reaction with 3CDOM*, followed by back-reduction of
partially oxidised PRP to PRP by the antioxidant moieties occurring in DOM. This back-reduction
process has already been observed with several substrates and, depending on the molecule, it can be
irrelevant or extremely important. Interestingly, back reduction has been excluded in the case of the
•

OH reactions.62,63,70 If k PRP ,3CDOM * < 108 L mol−1 s−1, by using the TMP-derived [3CDOM*] values

one can compute which values of k PRP ,3CDOM * would be needed to match the experimental data. For
Rovasenda one gets k PRP ,3CDOM * ~ 8·106 L mol−1 s−1 and, with very large error bars, 106 L mol−1 s−1
for S.GermanoVC and 107 L mol−1 s−1 for Santhià. Excluding the case of S.GermanoVC, it seems
that k PRP ,3CDOM * ~ 107 L mol−1 s−1 might be used together with TMP-derived [3CDOM*] to predict
PRP phototransformation. This k PRP ,3CDOM * value will thus be included in photochemical modelling.
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The dark experiments showed an initially insignificant PRP degradation (lag phase of 10-15
hours), followed by fast transformation. The trend was comparable to that of the dark experiments
reported previously, except for the shorter lag time. The latter finding is reasonable for a
microbiological process, which should be easier in filtered natural waters compared to ultra-pure
laboratory water. Surprisingly, degradation was eventually faster in the dark than under irradiation.
The dark PRP transformation produced 34DCA with 90-100% yield (lowest for Rovasenda and
highest for S.GermanoVC), while the 34DCA yield under irradiation was only 13-19% (lowest for
Santhià and highest for S.GermanoVC). Considering that photochemical reactions do not appear to
produce 34DCA, one has to conclude that photoinduced processes prevailed in the irradiated
samples. For this to be possible (remember that PRP degradation in the dark was eventually faster
than under irradiation), irradiation had to inhibit the dark PRP transformation. With the hypothesis
that the dark transformation was biological (which is reasonable in the presence of a lag time), an
inhibition under irradiation would not be surprising because it is well known that UV radiation
inactivates microorganisms.71-74 The paddy water was filtered before irradiation or dark
experiments, which would eliminate part of the microorganisms. Therefore, biological processes are
expected to play a more important role in pristine paddy water than in our experimental conditions.

Modelling of PRP phototransformation. Photochemical modelling used as input data the
PRP photoreactivity parameters (Table 1) and absorption spectrum (see Figure S3a(SI)), as well as
the paddy-water chemical and photochemical parameters (Figure S4 and Table 2). A water depth
of 5 cm was assumed, which is typical of the period of PRP application and, for the same reason, a
late May - early June fair-weather sunlight was used.8 Because of the large spectral overlap between
the TL K05 lamp and sunlight, the quantum yields measured under the lamp were used for
modelling. Based on results obtained in the previous section, we considered direct photolysis,
•

OH/CO3•− reactions, as well as triplet sensitisation with k PRP ,3CDOM * ~ 107 L mol−1 s−1. To generalise

on different paddy fields, a relationship was sought between the water absorption spectrum and the
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DOC, as already done for surface water.52 The A1 (λ ) DOC −1 values of the paddy-water samples
under study were very similar (see Figure S15(SI)), which reflects the similar values of SUVA254nm
(see Table 2). The exponential fit of the average spectrum in the 300-540 nm wavelength interval
yielded A1 (λ ) DOC −1 = (0.674 ± 0.022) e − ( 0.013±0.001) λ . The latter function was used to model PRP
photochemistry in paddy water with varying DOC. The pre-exponential factor is slightly larger but
it is of the same order of magnitude as the surface-water one, while the spectral slope (S =
0.013±0.001) is slightly lower than that of surface waters.52 Both issues suggest that paddy water
may contain CDOM of comparable or slightly higher molecular weight than surface waters. An
average of the experimental values was also taken for the transient formation quantum yields
( Φ CDOM
=(1.68±0.49)⋅10−5; Φ CDOM
=(2.91±0.76)⋅10−2) and for the pseudo-first order
•
3
OH
CDOM *

•

OH

′ = [(1.55 ± 0.22) ⋅ 105 L (mg C ) −1 s −1 ] DOC . The expression of k Scav
′ as
scavenging rate constant, k Scav

a function of the DOC is justified by the fact that DOC measures DOM that is a major •OH
scavenger.24 The proportionality factor (1.55±0.22)⋅105 L (mg C)−1 s−1 found here for paddy water
is significantly higher than that usually found in surface waters. The elevated biological activity in
flooded paddies possibly causes DOM to be continuously produced and consumed. Not having
enough time to undergo phototransformation, paddy-water DOM might well be more photolabile
than surface-water DOM. In fact, the latter becomes more photochemically stable when it
undergoes photoprocessing in the natural environment.38,75
The PRP pseudo-first order photochemical rate constants in flooded paddy fields, modelled for
mid-latitude conditions, as well as the corresponding half-life times, are reported in Figure 2a. It is
shown that for reasonable values of the DOC (which cannot be near zero due to the presence of the
rice plants), the phototransformation can approach the typical PRP lifetimes of some days

8,13

only

for elevated values of nitrate and nitrite (nearing 1 mmol L−1 and 10 µmol L−1, respectively). In the
paddy fields of the present study, having 0.1 mmol L−1 nitrate or less and DOC above 4 mg C L−1,
the PRP half-life times would be longer than 20 days and could not compete with other processes
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including biodegradation.8,13 However, flooded paddies are very effective denitrification
reactors.76,77 If they were irrigated with nitrate-rich water containing around 10−3 mol L−1 nitrate
(corresponding to ∼15 mg N L−1 or ∼60 mg NO3− L−1), in addition to achieving denitrification they
would also divert a considerable PRP fraction away from 34DCA generation.
The direct photolysis and, at high DOC, the 3CDOM* reactions may be quite important for PRP
phototransformation in the presence of low nitrate and nitrite. However, in these conditions the
overall photodegradation would play a minor to negligible role in PRP attenuation. In contrast, PRP
photodegradation would be important with elevated nitrate and nitrite, and in this case the •OH and
CO3•− processes would prevail over a wide range of DOC conditions (Figure 2b,c). Therefore, •OH
and CO3•− have a potentially elevated environmental significance in PRP phototransformation.

Environmental implications. Depending on the conditions, the photochemical degradation of
PRP can be a competitive pathway with respect to the dark processes, possibly microbiological. The
most significant photoprocesses in environmental settings are those induced by •OH and CO3•−,
because they would prevail with elevated nitrate and/or nitrite concentrations that make PRP
photodegradation to be about as important as biotransformation. In contrast, direct photolysis and
3

CDOM* reactions would prevail with low nitrate and nitrite, and in these conditions the

photochemical reactions are unlikely to be important compared to the dark processes. The tripletsensitised degradation of PRP in paddy water would be considerably slower than expected from
experiments with model sensitisers. Despite the limited environmental significance of the process,
further experiments will be required to elucidate this point. The photoreactions do not produce
important amounts of 34DCA, while dark processes generate 34DCA with approximately
quantitative yield. Elevated nitrate concentrations that enhance PRP photodegradation may occur if
one wants to use flooded paddies as denitrification bioreactors, by irrigating them with water
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containing elevated nitrate levels. In this case an important fraction of PRP would be degraded
without producing 34DCA, thereby gaining a further advantage in addition to denitrification.
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Table 1. Photoreactivity parameters of PRP: direct photolysis quantum yield and second-order

reaction rate constants with the main photogenerated transient species. The techniques
used to determine the relevant parameters are also reported, where St.Irr. = steady
irradiation and LFP = laser flash photolysis, together with the pH values used in the
experiments.

Cl
O
Cl

Φ PRP , unitless
k PRP ,•OH , L mol−1 s−1
−1 −1

CH 3

NH

PRP
0.16±0.03
(7.0±0.5)⋅109
4

pH

Technique

6.8
6.6

St.Irr.
St.Irr.

k PRP ,1O , L mol s

(7.1±1.8)⋅10

6.7

St.Irr.

k PRP ,CO•− , L mol−1 s−1 [see Reference 52]

(1.4±0.7)⋅107

8

LFP

k PRP ,3AQ 2 S* , L mol−1 s−1 (reaction)

(5.0±1.1)⋅108

6.4

St.Irr.

k PRP ,3AQ 2 S* , L mol−1 s−1 (quenching)

(4.6±0.4)⋅109

6.4

LFP

k PRP ,3 1NN * , L mol−1 s−1 (quenching)

(3.6±0.3)⋅108

6.8

LFP

k PRP ,3RF * , L mol−1 s−1 (quenching)

(1.3±0.3)⋅108

6.6

LFP

k PRP ,3CBBP* , L mol−1 s−1 (quenching)

(4.9±0.9)⋅108

7.0

LFP

2

3
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Table 2. Chemical (top) and photochemical (bottom) parameters of the paddy water samples under investigation. They were determined with the

TOC analyser (TC, DOC, IC), ion chromatography (nitrate), HPLC and post-column derivatisation (nitrite), and upon sample irradiation
(photochemical parameters in the lowest table section). The specific UV absorbance (SUVA254nm) is the ratio between the paddy-water
absorbance at 254 nm (referred to a 1-m optical path length) and the DOC. The initial degradation rates of TMP and FFA under irradiation (RTMP,
RFFA), as well as the initial formation rate of phenol from benzene (RPhenol) are reported, together with other photochemical data mentioned in the
text. Additional data on water chemistry are reported in Table S1 (SI).

Sample
Rovasenda
S.Germano
VC
Santhià

Sample
Rovasenda
S.Germano
VC

Santhià

TC,
mgC L−1
15.68 ±
0.16
24.92 ±
0.44
19.52 ±
0.35

RTMP,
mol L−1 s−1
(1.34±0.10)
⋅10−8
(9.90±0.63)
⋅10−9
(4.89±0.25)
⋅10−9

IC,
DOC,
−1
mgC L
mgC L−1
9.58 ±
6.09 ±
0.17
0.07
6.80 ±
18.11 ±
0.54
0.31
4.84 ±
14.68 ±
0.43
0.25

Φ 3CDOM * ,

mgN

,

,

L−1

L−1

mgN

pH

SUVA254nm
(L m−1 mgC−1)

< LoD

< LoD

7.0

2.1

< LoD

< LoD

8.2

2.4

1.72 ±
0.06

0.018 ±
0.003

7.7

2.4

unitless

[3CDOM*],
mol L−1

RFFA,
mol L−1 s−1

(3.63±0.12)
⋅10−2
(2.99±0.26)
⋅10−2
(2.11±0.16)
⋅10−2

(3.33±0.03)
⋅10−14
(2.48±0.16)
⋅10−14
(1.22±0.06)
⋅10−14

(1.47±0.27)
⋅10−10
(2.91±0.33)
⋅10−10
(5.13±2.97)
⋅10−11

Φ 1O ,
2

unitless

[1O2],
mol L−1

(6.96±1.47) (1.27±0.24)
⋅10−3
⋅10−14
(1.70±0.22) (2.82±0.29)
⋅10−2
⋅10−14
(3.91±2.35) (4.53±2.62)
⋅10−3
⋅10−15

RPhenol,
mol L−1 s−1
(9.41±0.62)
⋅10−12
(4.63±0.85)
⋅10−12
(7.88±0.23)
⋅10−12

,
Φ CDOM
•
OH
unitless

′ ,
k Scav
s− 1

(2.93±0.27) (1.36±0.09)
⋅10−5
⋅106
(1.60±0.34) (9.77±1.79)
⋅10−5
⋅105
(2.31±0.58) (1.12±0.03)
⋅10−5
⋅106

[•OH],
mol L−1
(9.88±1.30)
⋅10−18
(6.77±2.48)
⋅10−18
(1.01±0.06)
⋅10−17
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Figure 1. Experimental first order rate constants of PRP phototransformation in irradiated paddy

water, compared to predicted rate constants of direct photolysis, •OH and CO3•−
reactions. The error bars (±σ) represent the uncertainties of experiments and modelling.
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Figure 2. (a) APEX-modelled pseudo-first order rate constants of PRP phototransformation, and
corresponding half-life times, in paddy-field water in late May-early June as a function
of the DOC. (b,c) Fractions of PRP phototransformation accounted for by direct
photolysis (d.p.) and •OH/CO3•− reactions, as a function of the DOC for nitrate
concentrations of (b) 1 mmol L−1 and (c) 1 µmol L−1. The nitrate concentration is
reported over each plot and it was assumed [NO2−] = 10−2 [NO3−], which is often the
case for environmental waters 24 and also, approximately, for the Santhià sample in this
work. Other water conditions: 5 cm depth, 1 mmol L−1 HCO3−, 10 µmol L−1 CO32−.
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